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*** By: simmonsa on 09/06/17 05:15 *** 

DS: Disruptive on removal, refused to leave Police Station 

*** By: simmonsa on 09/06/17 05:16 *** 

Arrived on Beck Wing, bed pack and hygiene pack issued. Induction tour/ dvd explained. Unit regime 

explained. House rules book issued. Meal list updated. Room call system explained. No raised 

concerns at present. 
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*** By: MilburnR on 09/06/17 06:17 *** 

refused Centre Induction / Tour 

*** By: McMillanT on 09/06/17 10:06 *** 

! D2953 ! has been placed in CSU under rule 40 for smashing his room up and spitting at staff. He 

has also flooded his room in CSU. 

*** By: MurphyD on 09/06/17 20:55 *** 

arrived on A/Wing authorised by Oscar 1 S. Loughton 

*** By: opokub on 15/06/17 16:14 *** 

D2953 came into the library and asked to speak with the manager of Brook House because he said 

he had been bitten 3 times by staff and wanted to claim compentsation for it.l tryed expaining that 

he needed to speak with the wing manager but he wasnt happy about that and wouldnt leave the 

library.) walked back to E wing with him and as i was expaining to the wing officers he stood at the 

door staring at me making me very uncomfortable,when told to stop it and go away he walked 

backed to his room very annoyed .SIR submitted. 

*** By: coppingk on 20/06/17 15:52 *** 

SEEN BY GWG IN THE CORRIDOR BY ANA EMILIA 

*** By: Mehraag on 21/06/17 17:26 *** 

During the night[p2963 repeatedly called the office using the intercom saying that he wanted his 

medication; even though healthcare had told him in person that as he hadn't come to collect it 

during the correct time he would have to wait until the morning. 

He then started repeatedly calling down requesting sandwiches and coffee. I went to his room a 

number of times to tell him to stop calling and noticed he had covered up his viewing panel. 

*** By: Edon.] on 26/06/17 05:46 *** 

Came to use fax machine on B wing and repeatedly aggressively refused to leave wing when 

activities time had ceased, stating he was waiting for his fax confirmation. 

*** By: WardM on 28/06/17 17:38 *** 

First warning given today on Dove wing for not wearing any trousers, he is walking around in his 

boxers, also for helping himself to the toiletries in the wing office. 

*** By: MurreyA on 04/07/17 14:04 *** 

all throughout yesterday night and tonight he has kept on pressing his buzzer every 4seconds and 

shopiuting and swearing down the intercom. 
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*** By: DosanjhR on 08/07/17 21:53 *** 

LD2953.icausing disturbance at lunch time shouting and demanding the music in room 102 is turned 

off and demanding that we mourn the death of his sister 27 years ago. Many attempts to try and 

calm him failed. he will not listen and continues to talk over me. 

He also demanded that i open the wing door but it was not 13.30 and control had not authorised it 

at this time. He again did not listen to this and continued to shout over me. 

*** By: BrewsterM on 09/07/17 13:39 *** 

came to welfare in the morning demanding to call human rights court. i D2953icomes to welfare 

everyday to call human rights court. This phone call is accommodated all the time, he is abusing the 

services, he call the court everyday and spend up to 30 minutes at a time. He is also given calls to his 

solicitor and shelter that helps him. He also call the US embassy saying he is a citizen and he wants 

to go there. He is extremely rude and aggressive, always shouting and demanding. 

*** By: CrepinT on 09/07/17 13:56 *** 

When told to leave the welfare area he spat on the floor. He then came back in the afternoon 

shouting and hitting the door loudly while eating his lunch, i told him to finish his lunch then i will 

attend to him, he kept shouting. 

*** By: CrepinT on 09/07/17 13:59 *** 

E1529-5.3-1 barged into the office shouting extremely loudly at DCO Carr and myself demanding a free 

phonecall, he would not listen when asked not to shout and continued to shout and demand. He was 

told to leave the office which eventually he did and left the wing with a plate in his hand. He is 

extremely angry at this time. 

*** By: BrewsterM on 09/07/17 14:37 *** 

! D2953 ! has been banging his door contiinuously disrupting other detainees who attempting to sleep 

on Beck Wing. Had chair and crockery removed. Has been told that his behaviour is completely 

unexceptable.I.N9.5 .:has stopped banging for the moment. 

*** By: Londonn on 10/07/17 01:53 *** 

L132953 i is banging his door again and disrupting the sleep of the detainees on E wing, is making 

outlandish demands for items like a room heater, 3 sandwiches (even though he was given 2 by 

staff), damanding a TV and phone credit. Has been reminded that his behaviour is totally 

unnaceptable, but this doesn't seem to be registering at all... 

*** By: WilliamsS on 10/07/17 02:21 *** 

[626531 has started his banging and demands that we get him a TV and three sandwhiches I have 

advised [D2953 i that having a TV in CSU is not allowed and that I will look into getting him a 

sandwhich but he needs to stop the banging as this behaviour is unacceptable 

*** By: McMillant on 10/07/17 23:40 *** 
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Given him a sandwich - demanded that I get him two more advised that he would only be getting 

one this evening and that he needed to make sure that he ate his dinner when it is given to him 

*** By: McMillanT on 11/07/17 00:26 *** 

2 bags of room clearance collect by DCO Croucher. 

*** By: SparkB on 11/07/17 10:38 *** 

Last Night Observations complete - no concerns at present 

*** By: McMillanT on 12/07/17 03:25 *** 

Incident Log 

09/06/17— R40 for damage to centre property spitting at officers whilst talking with them through 

the door. Threatening behaviour towards officers. 

29/06/17— R40 for being aggressive and abusive and throwing food around. 

09/07/17— R40 for disruptive behaviour. 
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DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-06-10 00:00:00, part D2953 has been placed onto 

rule 40 for damaging centre property whilst in his room. li._._.1?2853 ._._.:was threatening towards 

officers and when trying to converse; 132953

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-06-10 00:00:00, cont:began spitting through the door and at the 

observation panel. Was escorted down to the care and separation unit. Whilst on routelD2953.: 

rb124311lattempted to pick up pool balls but was quickly intercepted. 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-06-10 00:00:00, cont:Level A search was carried out anclio2:9-5,3i 

D2953 !was relocated into room 2 in the Care and Separation unit. 
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DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-07 00:00:00, Has NOT been on an ACDT since he has resided at 

Brook House IRC. 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-06-29 00:00:00, PTC from BH: on Rule 40 (removal from association) 

this has been done to maintain the safety and security of the centre afterilp-i .silinitially was 

refusing to dress appropriately to collect his food 

*** By: WrenL on 29/07/17 20:48 *** 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-09 00:00:00, Pt C-1._._.D2953_._. j has been placed onto Rule 40 

and force was used on him as he was aggressive towards an officer at the servery on Dove wing and 

then attempted to grab food from behind the servery. Force was used to relocate him to CSU 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-14 00:00:00, Part C rec from Offiocer Holder at The Vernel.D. 2963i 

'L. D2953. .has been banned from the internet suite for the next 7 days. He was shouting and swearing 

at another detainee' p3810 ._. 1A5407DY to get off this 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-14 00:00:00, PTC cont:particular computer as it was his and that 

he was using his time, D3810 i moved so not to cause any problems. Throughout his time in the 

internet suite he was going on concerning his time that it was his 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-14 00:00:00, PTC cont:computer and also his human rights. When 

he had finished I spoke to him in the office concerning his behaviour, which he spent the entire time 

shouting over me. Very disruptive during his stay. 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-14 00:00:00, PTC cont:Ban will expire 21/07/2017 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-23 00:00:00, Part c:I,-fi Sj has repeatedly covered up his 

observation panel 

*** By: WrenL on 29/07/17 20:48 *** 

despite staff removing it on multiple occasions as well as his cell window. He has since begun 

dismantling the toilet system, causing damage to his cell 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-23 00:00:00, cont:The water has been turned off and is only to be 

turned on to supply water for drinking, before being turned off again to prevent flooding. Damage 

reported to carillion 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-23 00:00:00, cont:He has pressed his cell bell continuously for 

over 24 hours and rants and raves racist and abusive language at anyone. 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-22 00:00:00, Located in the CSU following pressing the general 

alarm on the wing,. He became non compliant and was escorted to the CSU where he refused to 

calm down. 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-23 00:00:00, PTC- Whilst talking tor.629531 he made comments 

about his sister dying in 1990 aged 31 and that he was here because of his sister and the poor life 

they had. He also stated that this Country is a Nelson Mandela 
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*** By: WrenL on 29/07/17 20:48 *** 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-23 00:00:00, Country and blacks are the problem and that this 

Country is racist and rubbish, he was lied too before coming here. 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-26 00D0:00, Today in the CSU at first ̀ ._.D2953 ._.? was constantly 

on his bell and shouting aloud 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour, 2017-07-25 00:00:00, very argumentative and verbally abusive towards 

staff. He was constantly pushing in the dinner line and trying to steal food from the servery 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour on Transfer, 2017-06-08 00:00:00, Refused to leave the PS. 

DS: Disruptive Behaviour on Transfer, 2017-07-09 00:00:00, Subj 

*** By: WrenL on 29/07/17 20:48 *** 
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